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Abstract
This article addresses queer (-/and) feminist – i.e. queer, feminist and queer-feminist – Do-It-Yourself
(DIY) practices as performed in punk since the 1970s, arguing that these practices helped to stimulate
a “sexual turn” in human rights activism and discourse in the United States over the course of the
subsequent decades. Punk opened up a new space for self-empowerment and self-expression in the
1970s when the sexual liberation movement of the previous decade started to lose its ground and,
consequently, went partially back “underground.” It is argued here that punk – through its cultural
DIY production and aesthetics as performed in music, performances, style and zines – created
a counterpublic sphere allowing for an ongoing struggle for sexual rights led by (cis-)women and
people with trans- and gender non-conforming identities. This took place in the context of the rise of
neoconservative U.S. politics of the 1980s, which sought to repress those allegedly “amoral” rights
claims. Influenced by both feminist and gay and lesbian movements, individuals expressed a plurality
of complementary, overlapping and conflicting visions of sexuality and related rights. Against this
backdrop, this article studies two “movements” in punk that were particularly interested in negotiating
sexuality and gender identities: first, the queer- or homocore movement that began in the mid-1980s, and
second, the feminist riot grrrl movement that emerged in the early 1990s. Even though punk was by no
means the only space where these struggles took place, it delivers an interesting case study of changing
social and sexual mores in the United States in the late twentieth century. Punk’s anti-assimilationist
and anti-authoritarian tendencies, DIY practices, its unceasing attractiveness to youth (and older)
generations, as well as the growing interplay with academic discourses, contributed to changes in the
perception of sexuality and related rights claims not only in the U.S., but also on a transnational level.
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1. Punk, Sexuality and Queer (-/and) Feminist
Counterpublic Spheres
When punk emerged in the U.S. and U.K.
in the 1970s, its anti-assimilationist, antiauthoritarian stances, combined with its DoIt-Yourself (DIY) approach, opened up a new
space for the self-empowerment and selfexpression of marginalized people, including
(cis-)women[1] and people with non-conforming
sexual orientation and trans- and gender
identities (Laing, “Interpreting Punk Rock”).
While the sexual liberation movement of the
previous decade started to lose its position and,
consequently, went partially back “underground,”

punk – through its cultural DIY production and
aesthetics in music, performance, style and
(fan)zines[2] – allowed for an ongoing struggle
for sexual rights in the context of the rise of
neoconservative U.S. politics in the 1980s, which
sought to repress allegedly “amoral” rights claims.
[3] Influenced by radical feminism as well as the
gay and lesbian movements that had gained
momentum in the late 1960s, punks expressed
a variety of complementary, overlapping, and
conflicting visions of sexuality and related rights
claims. Even though punk was not the only site
where these struggles took place, it nonetheless
provides an interesting case study of the
changing social and sexual mores in the United
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States in the late twentieth century. Punk’s antiassimilationist and anti-authoritarian tendencies,
DIY practices, its unceasing attractiveness to
youth (and older) generations, as well as the
growing interplay with academic discourses
contributed to changes in the perception of
sexuality and related rights claims not only in the
US, but also on a transnational level.
Against this backdrop, this article addresses
queer (-/and) feminist – i.e. queer, feminist and
queer-feminist – DIY practices as performed in
U.S. punk in the 1980s and early 1990s, arguing
that these practices helped to stimulate a “sexual
turn” in (human) rights activism and discourse
in the United States. It was not until the mid1990s that sexual rights, i.e. claiming equality
regardless of a person’s sexual orientation or
gender identity, entered the public human rights
discourse via debates at the United Nations on
the inclusion of women’s and LGBT rights[4]
into international human rights law (Miller 288).
Beforehand, sexual rights claims had mostly
been expressed on a national level in relation
to civil rights and citizenship, while sexuality
itself had primarily been perceived, despite the
efforts of the sexual liberation movement of the
1960s, as belonging to the private rather than
the public sphere (Richardson). However, as
Seyla Benhabib has pointed out,
“all struggles against oppression in the
modern world begin by redefining what
had previously been considered private,
nonpublic and nonpolitical issues as
matters of public concern, as issues of
justice, as sites of power which need
discursive legitimation.” (Benhabib 100)
In this sense, punk provided queer (-/and)
feminist counterpublic spheres, i.e. social
discursive entities (Fraser) and collectives
emerged “in the recognition [and articulation] of
various exclusions from wider publics of potential
participants, discourse topics, and speaking
styles and the resolve that builds to overcome
these exclusions” (Asen 438). Punk offered
alternative ways to articulate and communicate
a diversity of views and voices of subordinated
groups and individuals on sexuality and related
rights. In engaging (counter)publicity, punk

sought a critical engagement with wider publics,
affirming “a belief in the transformative power
of discourse … [and] that the consequences of
exclusion – suppression of identities, interests,
and needs – can be overcome” (Asen 429).
By hyphenating the terms “queer”[5] and
“feminist,” I refer to the intersection of both
queer and feminist theories and practices, while
the use of “and” connotes the additional, not
necessarily intersected notion of both terms.
This approach takes into account the polyphony
of queer and feminist voices expressed in punk
and the intricacy of their overlapping, parallel,
complementary or conflicting visions of intimacy,
sexuality, and related rights claims. The
terminology of queer-feminist politics is inspired
by queer-feminist activism and academic
research of the last three decades which
emphasizes the queer dimension of feminist –
and feminist dimension of queer – theories and
practices.[6] With regards to punk culture, queer
(-/and) feminist theories have mainly served
to address the queer- or homocore movement
of punk that emerged in the mid-1980s in
Canada and the United States (DeChaine; du
Plessis and Chapman; Fenster; Nault; Rogers;
Schwandt), the American riot grrrl movement
of the early 1990s (Downes, “DIY Queer
Feminist (Sub)Cultural Resistance”; Downes,
“The Expansion of Punk Rock”; Nguyen, “Riot
Grrrl, Race and Revival”; Nguyen, “Making
Waves”; Wiedlack, “Rejection and Anger in
Queer-Feminist Punk”; Wiedlack, “‘Free Pussy
Riot!’ & Riot Grrrlsm”; Wilson); and more recent
queer-feminist activism rooted in punk culture
such as Girls Rock Camps, Ladyfests (Ommert;
O’Shea) and archival work in academic and nonacademic settings (Eichhorn, Archival Turn in
Feminism; Eichhorn, “DIY Collectors, Archiving
Scholars, and Activist Librarians”; Radway).
Drawing from these accounts and a variety of
primary source material, including lyrics, zines,
published interviews, private correspondences,
blogs and newspapers, this article explores the
ways in which feminism and queerness were
negotiated in punk, what the manifold visions
of sexuality in punk were, and how punks
engaged in sexual rights activism. Though
music plays a central role in punk culture as
a means for expressing political ideas, punk
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rock music is not at the center of this analysis,
which instead focuses on the activist practices
of some members of punk culture including
musicians, fans and “zinesters.” By retracing
the queer (-/and) feminist counterpublic spheres
punk created to negotiate individual sexual
rights claims, supporting their shift from the
private to the counterpublic sphere, this article
contributes a bottom-up perspective to the wellestablished historiography of twentieth century
human rights, which, although interested in the
role of grassroots movements, individuals and
activist groups (Eckel; Moyn), has only recently
begun to address the influence of phenomena of
popular culture on human rights discourse (Mihr
and Gibney 413–551; Peddie; Street; Turbine).
Punk’s cultural production unveiled a variety
of radical political views and non-conforming
modes of sexual expression by constituting forms
of popular pleasure through DIY practices that
often functioned independently of commercial
manufacture, marketing (Rowe) and the leisure
industry (Laing, One Chord Wonders 7). Though
countercultural and participatory political
grassroots movements as well as rock music
culture in the 1960s and 1970s also made use of
DIY practices, many punk members declared it to
be one of punk culture‘s (self-)defining elements,
which eventually became part of a certain “punk
lifestyle.”[7] Serving as an important technique
in punk’s creative expression, self-owned record
labels, self-produced music and zines provided
local, independent media through which signs,
symbols and style could be appropriated and
re-interpreted “for the purposes of shock and
semiotic disruption;” DIY practices, moreover,
facilitated an alternative, more isolated punk
culture away from the commercialized culture
industry, expressing a search for authenticity
which became particularly relevant for
increasingly politicized (hardcore) punk scenes
in the U.S. since the early 1980s (Moore 307).
Thus punk performance, attitude and style
offered a twofold response to postmodern
capitalist western society, providing a means
to address (anew) repressed themes such as
sexual matters (Langman) in a particularly open,
provocative and controversial way. For instance,
in 1978, Dave Laing – a British music journalist
and contemporary of punk’s early inception
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in the U.K. and U.S. – highlighted the “social
significance” of punk’s “bizarre sexuality in its
songs and its styles of dress,” stating that:
“Punk is overwhelmingly concerned
with the latter [the social significance of
sexuality], in bringing it to the surface and,
usually, mocking it. For these ‘deviations’
are not so much excluded from ordinary
social and media discourse, but repressed
by it. In this relationship of repression, the
apparent opposites of the puritan sexual
ethic and pornography reinforce each
other through the fascination exerted
on the former by the forbidden.” (Laing,
“Interpreting Punk Rock” 126)
Early punk culture played with social tensions
in a self-mocking way regarding sexuality, desire
and intimacy. Punks used “shock-effects,” a
term coined by Laing in reference to Walter
Benjamin (Laing, “Interpreting Punk Rock”
126; Laing, One Chord Wonders 96 seqq.),[8]
in order to raise public awareness of these
tensions and challenge repressive sexual mores
and ethic. Queer (-/and) feminist punks in the
1980s and 1990s borrowed from this tradition of
counterpublicity in both the queer- or homocore
and the riot grrrl movements. Queercore – also
known as homocore – and punk-related queer
activism was and still is relevant to punk not only
in the U.S., but also on a global scale as a way
to express queerness, non-heteronormativity,
and subversive politics and pleasures (Nault 164
seqq.).[9] Similarly, queer (-/and) feminist riot
grrrl activism remains a cultural phenomenon
today, inspiring new zinesters, academic
activists and female punk collectives such as
Pussy Riot, which rebelled against Vladimir
Putin and authoritarian, homophobic Russian
politics. In the following, I will address these
movements with regards to sexual rights claims
by focusing on punk activists in New York City,
Olympia, Washington and Washington, D.C.,
all of which played a significant role in creating
and shaping queer (-/and) feminist counterpublic
spheres of punk in the United States. The first
part of this article explores two case studies of
punk activists Allan Clear and Donny the Punk,
who became involved in a lifelong struggle
around HIV/AIDS activism, public health
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issues, and prison rape. They both brought
sensitive sexual matters to the attention of other
activist groups and grassroots human rights
organizations, which only began to tackle these
issues in the mid-1990s. The second part of the
article explores the way protagonists of the early
1990s riot grrrl movement initiated a new radical
youth feminism that addressed issues such as
sexual abuse, domestic violence, body politics,
and reproductive rights. Local DIY practices of
riot grrrls and riot grrrl-inspired activism in the
2000s and 2010s provided (and continue to
provide) resources for young girls and women
to engage in a conversation about social justice,
human dignity, and equal rights. Based on a
critical analysis of these cases, I conclude this
article with a brief synthesis on punk, sexuality,
and human rights.
2. Queering Punk: Queer-/Homocore and the
Question of Rights
Since punk’s emergence in the 1970s, it
showed a certain “connectivity” with queerness
(Nault 49; Nyong’o) by partially sharing nonconforming lifestyles and places where people
who expressed non-conformity would meet
“underground.” These intersections “emerged
within a context in which queer and punk affect
were continuously and productively confused
and conflated by both outsiders and participants”
(Nyong’o 107). The homocore movement,
subsequently called queercore[10], which Bruce
LaBruce and G.B. Jones instigated in Toronto
in the mid-1980s via personal writing in their
zine J.D.s, stemmed from this tradition and
gave a name to the phenomenon of coalescing
queerness, hardcore punk, and DIY artist
scenes (Nault; du Plessis and Chapman). In
several issues of J.D.s and an article published
in the San Francisco based punk zine Maximum
Rocknroll, LaBruce and Jones criticized the
then-contemporary punk and gay and lesbian
cultures, notably hardcore punk’s homophobia
and misogyny as well as the established
bourgeois, exclusionary North American gay
lifestyle of the time. Prior to their publications,
zines such as Donna Dresch’s Chainsaw and
Matt Wobensmith’s Outpunk which several

years later also functioned as independent
record labels, had already begun to address
queerness in punk music and lifestyle and were
starting to reach a broader audience (Dunn,
Global Punk 44–5).
Queer zines provided a counterpublic sphere
where people could – openly or anonymously –
share personal experiences, memories, visions,
fantasies, and opinions on non-conforming
sexual identity and orientation, sexual desire, and
intimacy. Beyond this personal dimension, queer
‘zines also addressed political issues, called for
political organization, direct actions, and raising
(counter)public awareness on both the local and
trans-local level. For instance, AIDS became a
prominent topic in zines in the late 1980s.[11]
The disease’s prevalence in the gay community
gave conservatives, the Religious Right, and
the established media an argument to condemn
homosexual intercourse and homosexuality in
general. While researchers and the established
press coined the term “gay plague” or “GRID”
– gay-related immunodeficiency – in the early
1980s, the Reagan administration did not address
the topic publicly as constituting an important
health crisis until 1987, despite increasing death
tolls within and beyond the gay community[12]
In a speech he gave that year, Reagan barely
offered solutions for how to address the deadly
disease, but rather held the immoral gay lifestyle
as responsible for its outbreak. In response, New
York City based bisexual-identified LGBT(QIA)
activist Donny the Punk published an article in
the punk pamphlet Alternative Info, writing that
“the U.S. Government, in its eagerness
to return American sex to the repressive
Puritan standards of the 17th Century
(when only the ‘missionary position’
between a lifelong married heterosexual
couple was approved), and prodded by
the Falwells of the Religious Right, has
made full use of the growing fear of AIDS
to discourage young people from all forms
of sexual life.”[13]
In his furiously opinionated piece, the author
expressed his anger with U.S. conservative
politics and the influence of the Religious Right on
sex education under the Reagan administration,
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referring to President Reagan’s statement on
the necessity to teach sexual abstinence and
morality – “the values of right and wrong” – in
sex education (Boyd).
Counter-narratives like these were published
and circulated via zines and stimulated the
creation of a queer (counter)public sphere
through which punks, as well as queer people
not identifying as punk, who shared similar
experiences of oppression and discrimination,
built networks to disseminate alternative
accounts and information. In this context, ‘zines
and other independent publications were also
used to organize direct actions and distribute
information on the protest actions of other
radical activists and organizations. For instance,
many queer punks and allies[14], together with
members of anarchist youth groups and the gay
and lesbian liberation movement, joined the Stop
the Church protest co-organized by New York
City’s radical protest organizations Aids Coalition
to Unleash Power (ACT UP)[15] and Women’s
Health Action and Mobilization (WHAM!)[16].
The demonstration took place at Manhattan’s St.
Patrick’s Cathedral in December 1989, where
nearly 5,000 people targeted John Cardinal
O’Connor’s repressive positions on AIDS,
homosexuality, and abortion. O’Connor, who was
part of Reagan’s Presidential commission on
AIDS, opposed the provision of condoms, clean
needles, or contraception and forbade churchemployed healthcare workers from providing
related health care counsel (Carroll 20).
Based on DIY radical practices supported
by punks and non-punk members of queer
and heterosexual communities, this protest
was perceived as a joint effort testifying to “the
creative strength of a coalition built around
sexual and reproductive freedom,” as WHAM!
activist and journalist Esther Kaplan noted
(Tamiment Library and Robert F. Wagner Labor
Archives). Allan Clear, a former drug user and
ACT UP activist in New York City who advocated
harm reduction, needle exchange, and the rights
of drug users – and who had grown up with punk
in England – recalled applying the same creative
DIY and anarchic, anti-authoritarian approach of
punk culture in his public health activism:
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“I left England with that approach. … If
you look at harm reduction, it’s a whole
bunch of old punks. I think it was not
only the anarchist thing to add input to
the conversation. It’s not that you should
disobey authority, but that authority really
does not count. It has no legitimacy. And
be there to challenge things.” (Shepard
148)
Stop the Church was Clear’s first direct action
with ACT UP where he attended the first meeting
for syringe exchange; “there was no history of
harm reduction,” he remembers, “and I think that’s
what made it very liberating. You could actually
do whatever you wanted because there were no
rules” (Shepard 150). Countercultural[17] and
punk DIY practices continued to be used by ACT
UP activists throughout the 1990s. For instance,
YELL Zine, short for Youth Education Life Line,
was a zine put out by young ACT UP activists
in 1994, including punks and other members, in
order to articulate “in-your-face [activism] fighting
for the rights to comprehensive AIDS education,
free condoms, dental dams, and clean needles
in the New York City schools” (ACT UP YELL).
DIY ethos, creativity, and relatively anarchic and
anti-authoritarian practices were thus crucial for
the advocacy of the rights of drug users who,
in particular at the height of the HIV and AIDS
epidemic in the mid-1980s, remained largely
unprotected. ACT UP’s activism attracted a large
amount of public interest via direct actions and
self-published documentaries on the motivations
and everyday experiences of its members and
supporters living with AIDS and HIV (Hubbard
and Schulman). The collective thus gained
greater political leverage to improve public
health initiatives such as syringe exchange.
Despite a federal ban on funding of needle
exchange programs and other approaches to
HIV prevention, syringe exchange became an
established praxis on the East and West Coasts
and one which was later legalized (Shepard
147).
Clear also continued his work in harm reduction
for drug users, notably through his involvement
in the national advocacy organization Harm
Reduction Coalition (HRC). Through HRC, he
continued to seek out to those who were difficult
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to reach and to raise public awareness on the
issue. Remembering the efficiency and necessity
of punk’s political DIY activism in advocating
social justice issues, Clear compared punk’s DIY
approach with that of harm reduction work at his
closing remarks on the North American Syringe
Exchange Network (NASEN) Conference in April
2001 (Harm Reduction Coalition). Though rooted
in a tradition of radical grassroots activism, Clear
also recognized that a broader, more public
approach would be needed to advance his
social justice concerns and to achieve judicial
protection. Accordingly, in his public function as
the director of HRC in New York City, Clear linked
access to health care to civil and human rights
discourses. In the context of the International
HIV/AIDS Conference “25 Years of AIDS, Global
Voices” in Toronto 2006, which was co-organized
by the international, non-governmental human
rights monitoring group Human Rights Watch,
Clear bemoaned the poor results of harm
reduction activism on a national level, and
blamed the lack of governmental support:
“We’ve had significant progress at local levels,
but we’ve had no progress at the federal level”
(Clear “AIDS Stories” 1:47-1:54). Insisting on the
necessity of laws to produce social change and
to integrate drug users into the legal system of
public health care in the U.S. and abroad, Clear
stated that “it’s not just about a single disease
or a single virus, it’s about the way people live,
it’s about access to human rights, to civil rights”
(Clear “AIDS Stories” 4:49-4:57). According to
Clear, a legal framework – allegedly universally
valid for all citizens and human beings – was
necessary to conceptualize and advance social
justice concerns and equality with regards to
public health issues. At the Toronto Conference,
Clear acknowledged the efforts to have a
continuous scientific dialogue on HIV and AIDS,
but simultaneously pointed out that academic
conferences might pacify communities rather
than raise public awareness and stimulate action
(Clear “AIDS Conference” 0:30-0:55). In this
context, he highlighted the necessity of using
the media to bring AIDS back to the attention of
governments and officials, adding that he would
“like to see governments stepping forward” to
“remove the barriers to all kinds of HIV treatments,
prevention and care” (Clear “AIDS Conference”

0:50-0:55, 1:31-1:34 and 1:40-1:44). Despite his
criticism of the political and capitalist barriers
operating at official institutions such as the
United Nations (Clear “AIDS Conference” 1:442:10), Clear became, as of 2015, the New York
State Director at the State’s Health Department
AIDS Institute’s Office of Drug User Health, the
first position of its kind in the United States.[18]
According to Clear, the creation of this position
can be interpreted as a local result of decades
of harm reduction activism that was particularly
successful in New York City. Perceiving HIV/
AIDS and harm reduction as global issues in the
twenty-first century, Clear placed them within a
broader, transnational human rights discourse
to increase public awareness and governmental
support. Nevertheless, he participated in a more
non-governmental approach to human rights
advocacy by co-operating with Human Rights
Watch and remained critical of more established
institutions such as the United Nations. In
this context, human rights served more as a
conceptual framework to advocate social justice
issues which linked them to legal questions on a
transnational level.
The fight for the rights of marginalized and
politically underrepresented individuals and
groups was often at the core of radical activism
rooted in, or at least linked to, punk’s DIY ethos
and was mostly advanced by punks and allies
who belonged to or self-identified with one
or multiple of these marginalized groups. As
it was with Clear, this was also the case with
aforementioned bisexual(-identified) LGBT(QIA)
and male rape victims’ rights activist “Donny
the Punk,” a self-given pseudonym for Stephen
Donaldson, born Robert A. Martin in 1946.[19]
Donny immersed himself in New York City’s
punk scene in 1977 “as a result of hearing Patti
Smith’s song about a boy being raped.”[20] The
song he referred to, was the song “Land” from
Smith’s famous debut album Horses through
which Smith insinuated, among other themes,
rape experiences of the character Johnny who
functioned as a reference to the protagonist of
William S. Burrough’s homoerotic apocalyptic
novel The Wild Boys (1971) (DeLano; Sante;
Smith). Donny’s interest in the topic of male
rape stemmed from his own brutal gang rape
in a Washington D.C. jail in 1973, and from the
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homosexual activities that had been part of his
life since he was a 10-year-old child. In the late
1960s, after a troubled youth and adolescence
characterized by sexual exploitation by older
boys and men,[21] Donny spent a summer
with J.D. Jones, a female friend with whom he
enjoyed sexual intercourse without abandoning
sexual relations with other men or women. This
experience encouraged Donny to self-identify
as bisexual, giving him “enough confidence
to start the homophile student movement,
as a bisexual”[22] at Columbia University in
New York City in 1966 despite the hostility he
experienced towards bisexuality by the gay
liberation movement in the 1960s (and later on).
[23] Donny was involved in many grassroots
and academic efforts to advocate around and
educate on bisexuality and related sexual
rights.[24] Once a prominent figure in the early
American bisexual liberation movement of the
1970s, Donny lost interest in the movement
after 1976, stating that it “seemed to me to have
ceased pioneering and could no longer compete
for my time with newer interests: graduate
school, Buddhism, punk rock, and prison rape,
the chief among them.”[25] Even though Donny
returned to writing and speaking publicly about
bisexuality in the early 1990s, male prison rape
– of which he was a victim on several occasions
during incarcerations in 1973 and from 1980 to
1984[26] – and the rights of prison rape victims
became the core focus of his political activism
until his death from AIDS complications in 1996.
Stephen Donaldson used his pseudonym
“Donny the Punk” in a two-fold way. The first
dimension of the term “punk” alluded to his
submissive position towards his rapist(s) in prison,
while the second connoted his identification with
punk culture. The term “punk,” for Donny, always
implied both of these notions; it pointed not only
to the deep, persisting trauma caused by his
rape, but also to his continuous interest in and
identification as punk. Donaldson’s co-editor
of the Encyclopedia of Homosexuality (1990),
Wayne R. Dynes, recalled that “the complicity
… of the climate of the times,” the late 1960s
and early 1970s, with “[r]ivers of psychedelic
drugs, new styles of dress and deportment,
and relentless attention to the counterculture
in the media, … the Woodstock generation”
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radicalized Donaldson’s political views and
actions (Dynes 269). Immersing himself in punk
and non- and anti-racist skinhead culture,[27]
Donaldson chose to stick with “the values and
lifestyle choices of American counterculture,”
which were, according to Dynes, “the one
constant in Donny’s life” (Dynes 266). Punk
rock and oi! music, non and anti-racist skinhead
culture, anti-hierarchical anarchist beliefs, and
the DIY ethos of punk culture became important
parts of Donaldson’s life throughout the 1980s
and 1990s, allowing him to express his personal
and political views via “creative madness.”[28]
Donny the Punk wrote extensively about
skinhead and punk culture, including music
reviews and band interviews, which he published
in punk ‘zines such as Maximum Rocknroll,
Under the Volcano, Flipside, and the Skinhead
Times. He also authored several complaints
to established media such as the New York
Times, challenging one-sided reports on racism
and neo-Nazism in American skinhead youth
culture.[29] Via punk music and, as Donny
framed it, a “totally uncensored media network,
featuring university radio stations and many
hundreds of non-commercial publications,
PUNKZINES,”[30] punk culture was able to
produce a counterpublic sphere through which
people could express non-conformist views
and be “… frankly sexual, frequently obscene,
… welcoming bisexuals, gays, and sexual
experimentation generally.”[31] As such, punk
culture provided an authentic space for sexual
exploration and experimentation that was less
concerned with defining sexual orientation as
identity practice. Rather, punk culture saw nonconforming sexuality and intimacy as acts and/or
political issues. Accordingly, in a draft proposal
initially written for the 1992 Sager Symposium
on “Constructions of Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay
Identities in the Popular Culture,”[32] Donny
argued that
“[these] three media – radio, recordings
(records and tapes), and ‘punkzines’ [sic] –
have been the vehicles from the inception
of punk to the present day for a dialogue
over homosexuality and bisexuality which
is exceptional for a non-gay subculture in
its prominence and persistence. In keeping
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with punk’s general contrarian stance and
anarchistic ethos, the predominant image
has been one of ‘polymorphous perversity’,
the male punk teenager as ‘orgasm addict’
(title of a hit by the prototypical British
band The Buzzcocks) seeking sexual
adventure wherever he can find it, and thus
encouraging bisexual experimentation.
Homosexuality was viewed as an act or a
tendency or a political issue rather than as
a personal identity.”[33]
Here, Donny emphasized that punk was
not a queer community per se (“a non-gay
subculture”), but through its “general contrarian
stance and anarchistic ethos” open to members
of other countercultural movements such as the
bisexual, gay, and lesbian movements. Against
the backdrop of the primarily homophobic
culture of the New York Hardcore Punk (NYHC)
scene (Barrett 30 seq.) as well as an established
bourgeois gay culture (Davidson 148 seq.),
Donny stressed the importance of the punk
homocore movement for queer punks:
“The most recent development in punk is
the emergence of a ‘homocore’ element
with its own publications and bands,
which, while more willing to endorse a
gay, bi, or lesbian classification, sees itself
in opposition to the general homosexual
subculture, with its followers’ identity
remaining firmly ‘punk’ rather than one
based on orientation.”[34]
Donny highlighted the importance of a certain
punk identity for the movement, which he
described as being more important than one
based on sexual orientation. Nevertheless, the
question of the identification with one’s sexual
orientation was a complicated one for Donny the
Punk; he was, his colleague Dynes suggests,
ambivalent about his own identification as
bisexual, which he thought might have served
to disguise his preponderant homosexual and,
in part, masochistic desires (Dynes 271). Dynes
remembers that Donny’s
“… interest in the youth music scene,
along with his sexual interests, brought
much anguish, as the mainly straight

youths he was attracted to were at best
puzzled, at worst enraged by his interests.
… His efforts to gain acceptance as one
of the boys in the punk scene, for which
he gained a local media award as “best
punk,” had its pathetic side” (Dynes 271).
These conflicting visions of Donny’s
experiences of sexuality and punk culture, where
most of the participants were younger than him,
complicate the picture Donny drew of punk as
a generally queer-friendly cultural phenomenon,
and suggest that there were some personal
homophobic experiences Donny had to face
within the punk scene that he did not write about.
And yet Donny held on to punk culture and, in
particular, to the non and anti-racist skinhead
scene in New York City, where he found a
community among the “ultimate outcasts”
insisting on their autonomy and considering
“their crew [of skins] their real family … where
they invest their emotional energy.”[35]
Donny the Punk’s political activism did
not originate in punk but was rooted in the
countercultural movements of the late 1960s
and early 1970s and in his personal experiences
of sexual discrimination and male prison rape.
However, punk culture, its music, DIY ethos,
aggressive, relatively anarchic and antiauthoritarian approach provided a space where
Donny could “go on” even after his suicide attempt
in 1977,[36] helping him to address the trauma of
his rape, as well as his struggles with his sexual
orientation. Via a number of independent punk
media, for instance, Donny shared his personal
experience of male prison rape (Goad) and raised
awareness for his fight for the rights of prisoners,
which were neglected or willingly ignored by
the commercial media (Weiss). In 1988, he
became head of the non-profit organization Stop
Prisoner Rape and intensified his public efforts
against sexual assault in U.S. prisons and for
AIDS prevention in prisons, culminating in legal
proceedings (Donaldson “Affidavit”), TV shows,
and documentaries on the topic.[37] George
Marshall, famous among non-racist skinheads
in the U.K. for his long-term zine Skinhead
Times, acknowledged Donaldson’s courage for
publicly debating male prison rape on TV. In
the final chapter of his monograph Skinhead
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Nation (1996), Marshall noted “… I don’t know a
great deal about him [Donny the Punk], except
that yesterday I saw him on a CBS 60 Minutes
documentary doing the bravest thing I’ve ever
seen a skinhead do.”[38] The office manager
of Stop Prisoner Rape, Alexandra Gerber, who
herself was “hanging out with skins since [she]
was 13 years old,” and who witnessed Donny’s
joy over this statement, thanked Marshall for his
solidarity with Donny, stating that “it is so good
to see that his community will back him and
recognize his work.”[39] Beyond this positive
response from the skinhead scene, Donny’s
public work also attracted the attention of the
non-governmental organization (NGO) Human
Rights Watch. Based on his experiences with
and belief in countercultural activism of the
late 1960s and early 1970s, he had continued
to undertake counterpublic and public efforts to
advance prisoners’ rights throughout the 1980s
and 1990s. As a consequence of Donaldson’s
outreach as an outspoken activist and journalist
for both the alternative and more established
press, the organization started to look into the
sexual abuse of men in prison (Weiss) and
declared the right to protection from sexual
violence in prisons (and related infections with
sexually transferred diseases such as AIDS) as
a human right in the mid-1990s. The three-year
research project that followed, summarized in
the report No Escape. Male Rape in U.S. Prisons
(1997), brought the issue to the attention of a
broader audience and, together with continuous
efforts of Stop Prisoner Rape (after Donaldson’s
death in 1996), helped assure passage of the
Prison Rape Elimination Act of 2003 (PREA), the
first federal civil law addressing sexual violence
in U.S. detention facilities (Kaiser and Stannow).
Even though punk culture cannot be
understood (and should not be romanticized)
as an inherently political social movement, its
more politicized strands offered a set of – often
fragmented and conflicting – perspectives and
practices related to the social justice struggles
of marginalized people. It was a space where
participants could sharpen, extend and debate
their arguments in a diverse and mostly open
environment via tools of cultural production
such as networks, zines, and other independent
publications, music records, and performances
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as well as protest actions. People like Allan
Clear and Stephen Donaldson could find
niches for their political activism and personal
lifestyles in punk culture whose DIY and antiassimilationist ethos provided a creative space
for radical activism on sensitive issues such as
non-conforming sexual orientation and gender
identities. Queerness, already been part of the
early punk movement (Nault 47 seqq.), has again
become important in American punk culture since
the mid-1980s and was, for instance, addressed
and negotiated by biracial, intersex born
transgender performance artist Vaginal Davis
from the mid-1970s to the present (Nault 138–
140) and white queer musicians such as Pansy
Division (1991-present) (DeChaine) and Against
Me!, fronted by transgender singer Laura Jane
Grace (1997-present) (Kelleher). However, the
misogynist macho traits of a predominantly white,
straight, and male punk culture have challenged
– and continue to challenge – punk as a tolerant
space for non-conforming sexual orientation
and gender identities. As Laura Jane Grace
stated in an interview regarding her coming out
as transgender in 2012, “[p]unk was supposed
to be so open and accepting, … [b]ut when it
came down to it, it was still hard to be queer in
any way and not face judgment for it” (Farber).
[40] Similarly, Pansy Division’s members recall
controversial reactions by a mostly straight male
punk community when touring with famous poppunk band Green Day in 1994 (Locker).
Both the disputed presence of queerness in
punk and the fierce response of the queercore
movement to homophobia within punk and
beyond[41], as well as punk’s misogyny
generally and the exclusion of girls and women
in hardcore punk culture, inspired the queer (-/
and) feminist riot grrrl movement that emerged
in the early 1990s in Olympia, Washington and
Washington, D.C. While the initial motivation of
bands like Bikini Kill and Bratmobile was to bring
girls and young women back on stage and to
the front of punk music gigs (Marcus), the riot
grrrl movement quickly developed into a space
for radical cultural and political “in-your-face”
activism addressing issues such as gender
equality, queerness, body politics, sexual abuse,
domestic violence, and reproductive rights.
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3. Riot Grrrl Activism, (Queer) Punk Feminism
and the Question of Rights
Much has already been written and said
about the riot grrrl movement of the early 1990s
(Downes, “There’s A Riot Going On”; Marcus;
Radway) and the radical queer (-/and) feminist
activism it continues to inspire today (Downes,
“DIY Queer Feminist (Sub)Cultural Resistance”;
Driver; Ommert; Siegfried; Wiedlack, QueerFeminist Punk; Wiedlack, “Rejection and Anger
in Queer-Feminist Punk”). I do not intend here
to re-tell the complete history of the riot grrrl
movement, but rather to address how the
early movement was involved in stimulating a
discourse on equal rights for queer people, as
well as for heterosexual women and girls, and
if and how more recent riot grrrl-inspired punk
activism[42] translated this discourse into social
justice and civil and human rights advocacy.
The riot grrrl movement took off in Olympia,
Washington when Kathleen Hanna and Tobi
Vail formed the punk band Bikini Kill almost
simultaneously with Allison Wolfe and Molly
Neuman forming Bratmobile, taking the feminist
themes of their DIY punk zine Girl Germs
on stage. The mini-zine Riot Grrrl that Molly
Neuman had started in 1991 soon became a
cooperative publication of both bands and gave
the riot grrrl movement its name (Marcus 146).
The term “grrrl” implied the growl, the anger of
girls who were initially protesting against the
misogynist (hardcore) punk scene at the time
and against the passive associations of the term
“girls” (Rosenberg and Garofalo 809). Hanna,
who had herself experienced domestic violence
and had worked for a rape crisis center where
mostly women talked about their experiences
as victims of rape and sexual abuse, saw the
urgent necessity for a new form of radical
feminism which she answered by co-founding
Bikini Kill and riot grrrl: “That is why we started a
band because everybody was saying ‘feminism
is dead’ – I just had found it” (Noisey 4:244:30). The riot grrrl movement sought to make
a statement about sensitive issues that were
often related to the abuse or discrimination of
the female cis- or queer body or non-conforming
sexual orientation and gender identities by
writing, singing, and screaming about these
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issues publicly on stage and by discussing them
in safe(r) spaces for women and girls (Nault 478; Rosenberg and Garofalo 810-1). Zines, music
gigs, and riot grrrl gatherings became important
counterpublic tools to raise awareness on these
sensitive issues and to show how they affected
individual’s everyday lives. Riot grrrl, to Kathleen
Hanna and Allison Wolfe, who both attended the
Evergreen State College in Olympia, was not
only about making “punk … more feminist,” but
also about infusing a mainly academic discourse
on feminism with punk ethics.[43] In recent years,
dozens of queer (-/and) feminist riot grrrl and
riot grrrl inspired collections have been made
available online[44] and/or entered academic
archival institutions – mostly as donations from
riot grrrl members and allies – and are now
studied in classrooms (often in queer, gender,
and women’s studies) and made available to
the broader public, thus reaching a publicity far
beyond punk (Darms).[45]
Many ideas of the early riot grrrl movement
were influenced by academic discourses on
gender and women’s studies, as well as queer
studies, which were part of the curriculum at
the progressive Evergreen State College for
public liberal arts and sciences in the early
1990s.[46] As Corin Tucker, lead singer of two
influential (post)riot grrrl bands, Heavens to
Betsy (1991-1994) and later Sleater-Kinney
(1994-2006, 2014-present), remembers, “the
Olympia music scene was certainly tied to
Evergreen,”[47] which was mostly attended by
white middle-class students including many
of riot grrrl’s core musicians such as Hanna,
Vail, Kathi Wilcox (Bikini Kill; Julie Ruin; etc.)
Allison Wolfe (Bratmobile), Tucker, and Carrie
Brownstein (Heavens to Betsy; Sleater-Kinney,
etc.).[48] Moreover, Positive Force, an enduring
Washington, D.C.-based punk activist collective
co-founded by Mark Andersen in 1985 to turn the
rhetoric of punk ideals into action,[49] served as
an early hub of the riot grrrl movement. Inspired
by the social community work, benefit concerts,
marches, and political protests organized by
Positive Force, Hanna and Wolfe decided to
host their first public female-only workshop in
1991 at the Positive Force House, where riot
grrrl meetings would continue to be held until
the mid-1990s (Anderson). Acknowledging
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the socio-political relevance of these feminist
meetings, Andersen kept the files that had been
left at the House and recently gave them to the
Fales Library and Special Collections at New
York University, where they became part of
the Riot Grrrl Collection established by former
riot grrrl turned archivist Lisa Darms (New York
University; Darms, “Preserving Contradiction”;
Darms, Riot Grrrl Collection). To Andersen,
the spirit of the self-empowering riot grrrl
movement has not disappeared but is still alive
in contemporary social projects such as the We
Are Family Senior Outreach Network he cofounded to supply senior services in low-income
communities in the American capital: “In its way,
We Are Family continues the empowering punkfeminist outreach of Riot Grrrl, bringing services,
advocacy and companionship into the homes of
low-income seniors – most of whom are women
of color – in Washington DC’s [sic] inner city”
(NYU).
The efforts of Washington, D.C.’s and
Olympia’s riot grrrl pioneers quickly developed
into a broader DIY queer (-/and) feminist activism
inspiring girls and young women – and a few
men – to get actively involved in writing zines,
creating bands, organizing and participating
in workshops, rock camps, conferences, and
festivals. Riot grrrls – band members, zinesters
and inspired fans – were often politically
outspoken and active. Some of them, for
instance, participated in direct actions organized
by ACT UP and fought for reproductive rights
at multiple Rock for Choice benefit concerts in
support of Planned Parenthood or participated
in larger pro-LGBT(QIA) protests such as the
March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay, and Bi
Equal Rights and Liberation in 1993.[50] The
trajectories of the riot grrrl movement provided
a local way of DIY resistance offering many girls
and women “a set of resources to engage in
… [a] conversation” with women’s and human
rights issues, i.e. questions related to human
dignity and equal rights (Dunn, “Punk Rock,
Globalization, and Human Rights” 37). Girls and
women were not only consumers anymore but
became producers of culture and knowledge
transposing their own queer (-/and) feminist
message. Their DIY activism helped to broaden
the riot grrrl movement, which quickly became a
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decentered phenomenon based on many local
riot grrrl chapters developing all over the U.S.
(and beyond) (Dunn and Farnsworth 139 seq.).
However, despite their claim of being part of
a progressive, anti-racist, inclusive movement
for all cis- and queer women (and allied men),
some riot grrrls failed to live up to their ideals.
In particular, women of color felt excluded by
the predominantly white middle-class traits
of the riot grrrl movement. For instance, riot
grrrl’s aesthetics of individual access to cultural
production, creative work, expertise, and
knowledge emphasized the radical politics
of public intimacy – such as performing
shamelessness via body writing or sex work –
which made the personal political again (Nguyen,
“Riot Grrrl and Race”). The shameless embrace
of sexuality by writing words such as SLUT
over the white girls’ stomachs or by pursuing
stripping and other types of sex work was used
to reappropriate the norms of femininity and to
reclaim sexual agency. But white, mostly middleclass riot grrrls failed to acknowledge that these
aesthetics of transgressive gender politics and
intimacy were not accessible to poor women
or women of color whose bodies were already
perceived as deviant and disreputable (Perry),
thus reiterating power structures and reinforcing
white middle-class privilege (Nguyen, “Riot
Grrrl and Race” 174–5; Perry). Consequently,
riot grrrls and punks of color started their own
queer (-/and) feminist “race riot,” addressing
white privilege, whiteness and racism in riot grrrl
and punk culture at large.[51] Hence, only a few
years after its emergence, the riot grrrl movement
developed into a more fragmented movement.
The critiques from within the movement, harsh
critiques by the established media that did not
take the political ambitions of riot grrrl seriously,
and the commodification of riot grrrl’s claim of
“girl power” through pop cultural acts such as
the Spice Girls led to the demise of the riot
grrrl movement in the mid-1990s (Dunn and
Farnsworth; Schilt). Nevertheless, the riot grrrl
movement had sparked a new radical queer (-/
and) feminist approach through the DIY selfempowerment of young women and girls that
was not lost after the movement’s demise.
In the early 2000s, riot grrrl inspired activism
in different cities in the U.S. and abroad with
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an extensive zine scene and queer-feminist
grassroots gatherings at Ladyfests and Girls
Rock Camps. Moreover, Riot grrrl’s outspoken
feminism and long-lasting effect on DIY queer
(-/and) feminist activism had brought the early,
more queer- and female-friendly punk scene
of the 1970s back to the attention of younger
queer (-/and) feminist punks. Beyond nostalgic
references to female punk icons of the 1970s
such as Joan Jett (lead singer of The Runaways),
Nicole Panter (former manager of The Germs),
Exene Cervenka (lead singer of X) and Debbie
Harry (lead singer of Blondie), riot grrrls, female
punks of the 1970s, and riot grrrl inspired
activists started to co-operate in Girls Rock
Camps, public talks, and music recordings to get
and keep radical DIY punk feminism going.[52]
The recent phenomenon of Pussy Riot and
its perception in the U.S. punk scene, western
grassroots organizations, and established
western media provides an interesting case
of such a cross-generational feminist punk
“solidarity” bringing together counterpublic and
public spheres. Members of the female Russian
performance art collective were jailed in 2012
for criticizing the authoritarian, discriminatory
politics of the Russian president Vladimir Putin
via a performance of their pro-gay, pro-feminist
song “Punk Prayer” (Rumen)[53] in Moscow’s
Christ the Savior Cathedral. The joint efforts of
queer (-/and) feminist punk activists (Ommert
387 seqq.) and transnational human rights
NGOs such as Amnesty International[54]
and Human Rights Watch (“Free Pussy Riot
Members. One Year Behind Bars”) under the
credo Free Pussy Riot were covered widely and
sympathetically by western media.[55] After their
release from prison, two Pussy Riot members,
Maria “Masha” Alyokhina and Nadezhda “Nadia”
Tolokonnikova, decided to continue their political
activism on a broader scale. Among other
public talks, they gave a speech about the poor
conditions of the Russian prison system and
homophobia in Russia, urging protest against
Putin’s oppressive politics at the Bringing
Human Rights Home! concert presented by
Amnesty International at the Barclays Center in
Brooklyn on the eve of the 2014 Sochi Olympics
in Russia. In New York, Masha and Nadia
stated: “We are happy to support Amnesty
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International’s work on behalf of human rights
and political prisoners. We, more than anyone,
understand how important Amnesty’s work
is in connecting activists to prisoners.”[56]
However, critical reactions to Pussy Riot’s
explicit engagement with the human rights NGO
also reveal the complicated relation between
punk-related DIY, anti-establishment practices,
and an institutionalized public discourse of
human rights. Other members of the Pussy Riot
collective harshly criticized Masha’s and Nadia’s
participation in the Amnesty International show
alongside Madonna, Blondie, Lauryn Hill and
other famous artists. They concluded “that
Masha and Nadia are no longer members of the
group, and they will no longer take part in radical
actions. Now they are engaged in a new project.
They are now institutionalized advocates of
prisoners’ rights.”[57] The music press likewise
discussed whether punks lose their credibility by
entering the stage of popular, commercial events
(Zoldadz). Interestingly, CBGB Productions, a
holdover of the former independent music club
and center of punk rock shows in the East Village,
New York, co-produced the event together with
Amnesty International.
Through their radical pro-LGBT(QIA) and
pro-feminist direct actions in Russia, Pussy Riot
was re-interpreting and, via the new media and
illegal performances outside of bars and clubs,
transposing elements of the riot grrrl movement
into a new radical form of political activism
(Langston). The feminist collective deliberately
chose punk’s radical DIY practices and brightly
colored balaclavas as a “spectacular, ironic and
provocative form” to “be as visible as possible”
(Wiedlack, Queer-Feminist Punk 388). However,
it was not before the incarceration of some of
its members that their activism became famous
in the Global North/West, despite other well
publicized political performances of the group
in Russia (Wiedlack, Queer-Feminist Punk
387). Shortly after their incarceration and during
the Free Pussy Riot protests, human rights
organizations, as well as many North American
queer (-/and) feminist punk artists, expressed
their support for Pussy Riot and their riot grrrlinspired direct actions while addressing concerns
over the lack of social justice and human rights,
among them Bruce LaBruce (French and Neu
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67), Nicole Panter (Vile), Patti Smith,[58] Exene
Cervenka[59] as well as riot grrrls Johanna
Fateman (2012), Kathleen Hanna (Pelly), and
Allison Wolfe.[60] However, even though some
members – Masha and Nadia – of the Pussy Riot
collective decided to closely work together with
western queer (-/and) feminist punk activists, the
Russian performance art collective should not be
interpreted as a revival or a Russian extension
of western punk culture and of the riot grrrl
movement. This would oversimplify the specific,
non-western background of the collective and
incorporate their art and activism in western
queer (-/and) feminist punk movements and
genres with their assigned values and belief
systems (Wiedlack, “Pussy Riot & Riot Grrrlsm”).
The strong and persistent solidarity actions
expressed by American queer (-/and) feminist
punks are rendering these differences between
western punk and the Russian performance art
collective rather invisible. Instead, these efforts
of American queer (-/and) feminist punks to
incorporate Pussy Riot’s cultural and political
activism into western narratives could be read
as the quest for (and dream of) a trans-local,
queer punk feminism engaging in social justice
and human rights advocacy in the twenty-first
century.
4. Conclusion
This article explored the ways sexuality,
queerness, and feminism were negotiated by
queer (-/and) feminist punks and how some
punks became engaged in sexual rights
activism in the 1980s and 1990s, becoming
part of a “sexual turn” of the public human rights
discourse since the mid-1990s. Punks produced
“shock effects” via zines, performances, and
political direct actions addressing sensitive
issues related to sexuality such as nonconforming sexual orientation and identities,
rape, sexual abuse, domestic violence, abortion,
and sexually transferred diseases like HIV/AIDS,
raising awareness for these issues within and
beyond punk culture. The queercore and the riot
grrrl movements created queer (-/and) feminist
counterpublic spheres that punks and allies
could personally relate to and participate in.
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The first part of this article traced how the
political activism of Allan Clear and Stephen
Donaldson (Donny the Punk) became infused
and inspired by punk’s DIY, relatively anarchic
and anti-authoritarian ethic. In this context,
Donny the Punk could rely on his experiences
from the 1960s countercultural sexual liberation
movements, which frequently applied DIY
practices such as independent publishing and
grassroots organizing, experiences he made
use of when he immersed himself into New York
City’s punk scene. Both Clear and Donaldson
became life-long activists for causes they could
personally relate to – HIV/AIDS, harm reduction
for drug users, and prisoner rape. Their activism
for these causes was supported by other
activists who worked for or with them and who
were sometimes but not necessarily part of punk
culture; nevertheless, their experiences in punk
and counterculture provided them with some
important tools for their political actions, and
Clear’s and Dunn’s activism on harm reduction
and prisoner rape preceded any established
rhetoric of human rights at the time. Grassroots
human rights organizations such as Human
Rights Watch only started to gain interest in
these issues in the mid- and late 1990s and
adopted them into their human rights agenda.
The second part of this article addressed
the initiation of a new radical youth feminism
by the riot grrrl movement in the early 1990s.
Punk culture provided – again – a forum and
counterpublic sphere where sensitive issues
such as sexual abuse, domestic violence, body
politics, and reproductive rights were negotiated.
Local and covert DIY actions offered safer spaces
for predominantly white, middle-class girls and
women to support each other and, along with
direct actions on the street, produced a certain
knowledge and set of resources for young
girls and women to engage in conversations
about human dignity and equal rights. Kathleen
Hanna and other riot grrrls of the early 1990s
addressed and fought against issues many of
them had experienced or observed themselves:
sexism within and beyond punk, as well as
sexual violence and misogynist, repressive
social and sexual mores in U.S. society as a
whole. Relating to and sometimes co-operating
with members of the queercore movement, riot
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grrrls brought a variety of radical queer (-/and)
feminist views and non-conforming modes of
sexual expression to the forefront of punk in
the early 1990s. However, most white members
of the riot grrrl movement failed to consider
that the movement’s aesthetics of cultural
production and radical politics often reproduced
white middle-class privilege and reiterated
racist power structures. Moreover, riot grrrl’s
political message was not taken seriously by the
established media at the time, and the movement
became quickly commodified by popular culture
in the mid-1990s. A few years later, former
riot grrrls and riot grrrl-inspired queer (-/and)
feminist activists revived the idea of providing a
space for young women to express themselves
via the production and performance of music or
zine writing at events such as Girls Rock Camp
or Ladyfest, which have been taking place on a
global scale since the early 2000s. Marked by
new communication forms such as social media
(Harris) and an increasing academization,
institutionalization, and media interest, at least
in western countries (Buszek; Furness), queer
(-/and) feminist punk activism reaches a broader
audience today than in the late 1980s and early
1990s, but without necessarily overcoming its
exclusionary tendencies. Nevertheless, the DIY
practices and counter publicity of the riot grrrl
movement and of riot grrrl-inspired activism
provided a set of resources and material
means of cultural production for heterosexual
girls and women and queer people to address
gender inequality and non-conformity as well as
women’s and reproductive rights, all of which
became related to a broader human rights
activism based on gender, sexuality, and sexual
orientation identities since the mid-1990s.
To conclude, the case studies presented
in this article show that the originally radical
struggles for drug user’s rights, syringe
exchange, HIV/AIDS treatments, prisoners’
sexual rights, and women’s rights of the 1980s
and early 1990s were no longer primarily fought
in the streets. By the mid-1990s, queerness, riot
grrrl activism, but also punk culture in general
and its “shock effects” had once again become
more commodified and socially normalized.
In this context, sexual concerns expressed by
punk activists, allies, and grassroots groups
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became increasingly incorporated into a more
institutionalized activism using civil and human
rights discourses as conceptual frameworks to
advance social justice struggles.
Endnotes
[1] A cis-woman is a woman assigned female at birth.
Her gender identity is identical with her sex assigned at
birth. The term is often used to describe non-transgender
women; I use it here to differentiate between cis-women
and people with gender-non-conforming identities which
include, for instance, transgender women.
[2] Zines are self-produced – i.e. self-written, copied
and self-distributed – pamphlets, flyers or magazines
functioning as alternative, independent media “speaking to
and for an underground culture” in their quality as a “novel
form of communication and creation,” see: Duncombe 2.
[3] On the rise of the Religious Right and neoconservatism
in the US in the 1970s and 1980s and their critical stances
towards sexuality and the sexual liberation movement see,
for instance: Cohen; di Mauro and Joffe.
[4] LGBT rights is the common acronym in international legal
discourses framing equal rights for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender people. In this article, however, I prefer
the use of the extended acronym LGBT(QIA) or the use
of the term “queer” as an umbrella term. However, neither
are always embraced by all people with non-conforming
sexual orientation and non-conforming trans- and gender
identities.
[5] In this article I use the term “queerness“ to describe
sexual-related actions, emotions, identities and beliefs
of “queer“ people whose sexual orientation and gender
identity is not exclusively heterosexual. Alternatively, I refer
to terms such as “bisexual,“ “gay“ or “lesbian“ if these are
mentioned as such in my primary source material.
[6] Some accounts addressing the interplay between queer
theory, gender studies, and feminism include: Berger;
Halberstam; Jagose; Marinucci; Muñoz; Weed and Schor.
[7] See, for instance: Feldman-Barrett 1043; Lee 7576. DIY aesthetics were important tools to oppose or at
least challenge capitalist structures, established politics,
the mass media, and the music industry. The DIY ethos
became a central element of a punk “lifestyle” not only for
many punk musicians and record producers, but also for
punk music fans who contributed to punk culture via (fan)
zines since the mid-1970s. See: Triggs. With regards to
independent music production, however, punk was (and is)
not the only genre to rely on DIY aesthetics: a variety of
other music cultures such as jazz, folk or hip hop continues
to apply a DIY approach as part of an “anti-consumerist
consumerism“ of small-scale independent producers. See,
for instance: Bennett and Peterson; Strachan.
[8] As Walter Benjamin argues in his analysis of shock
effects in films, the traumatized receiver – despite possibly
resisting and rejecting such a “shock-effect” – may tune
out the offending material, which “should be cushioned by
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heightened presence of mind” and, thus, be integrated into
the receiver’s experiences, leading to a heightened state of
awareness. See: Benjamin; Nault 13-15.
[9] For recent phenomena stemming from 1980s’ and 1990s’
queercore culture (such as Tribe 8) or taking contemporary
inspiration from it (such as zinester Osa Atoe), see: Nault,
164 seqq.
[10] Both terms, “homocore” and “queercore,” are often
used interchangeably to describe punk’s queerness
since the 1980s. Since the term “queercore” emphasizes
a more inclusive non-heteronormative notion beyond
homosexuality (highlighted linguistically in the term
“homocore”) crossing sexual and gender boundaries, I
prefer the use of “queercore” in this article.
[11] See, for instance the Maximum RocknRoll zine on
“AIDS and the Sexual Counter-Revolution“ (June 1987);
Donny the Punk, “AIDS. The Great Coverup.” Alternative
Info. The Alternative Press & Radio Council for Greater
New York. 1987, 4 pages. New York Public Library, Stephen
Donaldson Papers, Box 7, Folder 1, accessed 1 August
2016. For the early 1990s, see: Long.
[12] See, for instance: Clews 232 seqq.; Gibson. The
term “GRID” for “gay related immunodeficiency” was first
published by The New York Times in 1982, see: Altman.
[13] Donny the Punk, “AIDS. The Great Coverup.” 1.
[14] I use the term “ally” to describe people who did not (self-)
identify as punk but became entangled with punk culture
through sharing similar experiences, values, identities,
and practices (such as (self-)identifying as “queer,” “mixed
race,” embracing DIY ethic, anarchism, etc.).
[15] The AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP)
was founded in March 1987 at the Lesbian and Gay
Community Center in New York City by a collective of
queer and heterosexual people (with and without AIDS/
HIV), using direct actions such as demonstrations and
civil disobedience, regular meetings, and independent
media outreach to call the attention of government officials,
medical researchers, drug companies, other corporations,
and the general public to the severity of the AIDS crisis and
how it impacted the lives of individuals. See: Hubbard and
Schulman.
[16] The Women’s Health Action and Mobilization!
(WHAM!) was founded in New York City in 1989 to address
reproductive rights and freedom via a radical, direct
action approach targeting officials and institutions and cooperated with ACT UP in diverse marches, direct actions
and demonstrations. See: Carroll.
[17] For instance, Maxine Wolfe, a prominent Lesbian
participant of ACT UP since June 1987, recalled using and
re-interpreting countercultural activism from the 1960s gay
and lesbian movements, see: Laraine Sommella, ‘“This
Is About People Dying”: The Tactics of Early ACT UP and
Lesbian Avengers in New York City; an Interview with
Maxine Wolfe by Laraine Sommella’, in Queers in Space:
Communities, Public Places, Sites of Resistance. Ed. by
Gordon Brent Ingram, Anne-Marie Bouthillette, Yolanda
Retter. Seattle, Washington: Bay Press, 1997, 407–37.
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[18] See the according online announcements: “Allan Clear
is New York State Director of Drug User Health.” POZ, 8
December 2015. Web. 30 Dec. 2017. <www.poz.com/
article/allan-clear-28159-7848>; Website of the New York
State Department of Health, AIDS Institute, Drug User
Health. Web. 30 Dec. 2017. <https://www.health.ny.gov/
diseases/aids/general/about/substance_user_health.htm>.
[19] In this article, I mostly refer to the pseudonyms „Donny
the Punk“ or Stephen Donaldson in accordance with how
Donaldson used the names himself. A more detailed
account for his use of different names and pseudonyms can
be found in an article written by his academic colleague,
American art historian Wayne R. Dynes. See: Dynes 265-6.
[20] Stephen Donaldson, „Notes for Scenes, Life of
Stephen Donaldson.“ Manuscript. 2 pages, 1. New York
Public Library, Box 7 Folder 4 “Autobiographical Notes,
1970s-1990s,” accessed 1 August 2016.
[21] Stephen Donaldson, “Branded by the Boy Scouts.”
Manuscript, January 1992, 6 pages. New York Public
Library, Box 7, Folder 4 “Anthology of Writings by Bisexual
Men,” accessed 1 August 2016. Essay written to be
published in Times Change Press by Drew Lewis as part
of a broader volume on personal narratives of bisexual
men. In his memoirs, Donny describes that his first sexual
encounter was performing oral sex on an older, 12-year
old boy during his time at the Boy Scouts of America. He
started to like the attention and recognition he received
in exchange for him performing oral sex which is why he
continued to do so throughout high school and the time he
served in the marines.
[22] Donaldson, “Branded by the Boy Scouts,” 3.
[23] Donaldson, “Branded by the Boy Scouts,” 4.
[24] For instance, Donaldson extensively published
articles in the established and independent press on biand homosexuality, participated in the draft of the Ithaca
Statement of Bisexuality at a workshop of the Friends of the
Quakers, and later in his life, participated in conferences
and co-edited an academic volume on homosexuality
with Wayne Dynes; see: Donaldson, “Branded by the Boy
Scouts,” 5; Dynes et al.
[25] Donaldson, “Branded by the Boy Scouts,” 12.
[26] While Donaldson’s first imprisonment of Donaldson
was the result of a (peaceful) Quaker protest in Washington,
D.C., his four-year prison term was the outcome of a
“semideranged incident” at Veteran’s Hospital in the Bronx,
where Donaldson was denied medical assistance for a
sexually transmitted disease and decided to open fire with
a gun. See: Dynes 270; Goad.
[27] I differentiate between a more passive non-racist and
a more politically overt anti-racist approach of skinhead
culture. While many skinheads claimed to be non-racist
by dissociating themselves from Nazi Rock and related
skinhead culture, there were also skins with a much more
direct and overt anti-racist stance such as the collective
Skinheads Against Racial Prejudice (SHARP). On skinhead
culture, its roots in black reggae and ska culture in the U.K.
in the 1960s, Nazi Rock and racism, see: Brown.
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[28] Dynes describes Donaldson as a “person of exceptional
dedication and imagination” whose “creative madness, if so
it is to be termed, was triggered by the times. He came
of age just as the twin rebellions of the antiwar movement
and the counterculture were cresting.” In his article, Dynes
continues to describe in detail how ambivalent Donaldson’s
personality and (sexual) identity were, see: Dynes 272.
[29] See the collection of Donaldson’s writings and personal
correspondence held by: New York Public Library, Stephen
Donaldson Papers, Box 9, Folder 7 “Skinheads,” including:
Stephen Donaldson. „Letter to the Editor. The New York
Times.” 28 June 1995, 1 page. New York Public Library,
Stephen Donaldson Papers, Box 9, Folder 7 “Skinheads,”
accessed 2 August 2016.
[30] Emphasis in the original. The source is undated, but is
probably from 1981, see: Donny the Punk, “A Punk Primer.”
Manuscript, undated, 3 pages, 2. New York Public Library,
Stephen Donaldson Papers, Box 9, Folder 4 “A Punk
Primer,” accessed 2 August 2016.
[31] Donny the Punk, “A Punk Primer,” 3.
[32] The Sager Symposium is an annual conference at
Swarthmore College which centers on different issues
relevant to the LGBT(QIA) community, see: Friends
Historical Library of Swarthmore College.
[33] Stephen Donaldson, “’Orgasm Addicts’: Polymorphously
Perverse Punks vs. the Gay Identity.“ (Proposal for Paper for
1992 Sager Symposium.) Manuscript, undated, 2 pages, 1.
New York Public Library, Stephen Donaldson Papers, Box
9, Folder 1 “’Orgasm Addicts’: Polymorphously Perverse
Punks vs. the Gay Identity.“ Accessed 2 August 2016.
[34] Stephen Donaldson, “’Orgasm Addicts’,” 1.
[35] Donny the Punk, “Can Anyone Give me a Good
Definition of a Skinhead!” Manuscript, undated. 3 pages,
2-3. New York Public Library, Stephen Donaldson Papers,
Box 9, Folder 7 “Skinheads,” accessed 2 August 2016.
[36] Stephen Donaldson, „Notes for Scenes, Life of
Stephen Donaldson.“ Manuscript. 2 pages, 1. New York
Public Library, Box 7 Folder 4 “Autobiographical Notes,
1970s-1990s,” accessed 1 August 2016.
[37] Stephen Donaldson, „Notes for Scenes, Life of Stephen
Donaldson;“ Dynes, p. 265.
[38] Quoted in: Alexandra Gerber, Letter to George
Marshall, Skinhead Times Publishing, 2 May 1996. New
York Public Library, Stephen Donaldson Papers, Box 9,
Folder 7 “Skinheads,” accessed 2 August 2016; see also:
Marshall.
[39] Alexandra Gerber, Letter to George Marshall.
[40] For a compilation of supportive views within the punk
community, but also a controversial forum discussion on
Grace’s feelings and her coming out as transgender see:
Wisniewski.
[41] In fact, there was much overlap of artists and participants
between the riot grrrl movement and the queercore
movement, even though riot grrrls also struggled with some
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sexism in the multi-gendered queercore movement, see:
Nault 27 seqq.
[42] I use the term of riot grrrl (inspired) activism to describe
cultural and political activism of mostly girls and women who
would not label themselves as riot grrrls, but consciously
embrace the most relevant ethics of the riot grrrl movement
such as a queer-feminist DIY approach.
[43] Allison Wolfe (Bratmobile) on a panel at the Los
Angeles Central Library on 9 January 2014; see: Aloud,
“Queens of Noise. Music, Feminism and Punk. Then and
Now.” Minutes 27:57-28:14.
[44] Examples are the Queer Zine Archive Project and the
POC (People of Color) Zine Project.
[45] Most riot grrrl collections are part of broader zine
collections, see, for instance, the Bingham Center Zine
Collections held at the Sallie Bingham Center for Women’s
History and Culture at the David M. Rubenstein Rare
Books and Manuscript Library of Duke University. Web. 5
Jan. 2018. <https://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/findingdb/
zines/>, or the Barnard Zine Library at Barnard College in
New York City. Web. 5 Jan. 2018. <https://zines.barnard.
edu>.
[46] For instance, riot grrrl Tobi Vail of the band Bikini Kill
wrote to Molly Neuman of the future band Bratmobile on 9
May 1990 on courses she took on psychology, sexuality,
and feminism. She stated that “it’s exciting to study about
sexism in school because it gives you a feeling of power
just to actually be able to admit that things like oppression
actually do exist and affect your life – which is something
you have to deny a lot in real life.” Quoted in: Darms The
Riot Grrrl Collection 28-29.
[47] Corin Tucker in a recent interview with Allison Wolfe,
see. Wolfe, “Riot Grrrls Raise Awareness.”
[48] See the online list of “Famous The Evergreen State
College Alumni.”
[49] Andersen expressed this view in an interview with
Jerad Walker, see: Walker.
[50] For instance, Mimi Thi Ngyen was involved in activism
regarding ACT UP and reproductive rights, see: Darms
“Riot Grrrl, Collected.” Bikini Kill played at several benefit
concerts for Planned Parenthood at Rock for Choice, a
series which had been put up by punk and grunge band
L7 in Los Angeles in 1991 (and which went on until 2001);
see, for instance: Feminist Majority Foundation. “Rock
for Choice.” Queer-feminist riot grrrl Mary Fondriest was
documented – alongside a group of other riot grrrls – while
participating at the March on Washington in 1993, carrying
a banner stating “I am queer and proud and will beat you
up when you say anything bad about me or any of my
queer friends.” Another banner showed the slogan: “D.C.
Riot Grrrl Supports Gerl [sic] Love and Gay Rights.” See:
Graham, “Riot Grrrl.”
[51] The slogan “race riot” is taken from Mimi Thi Nguyen’s
compilation zine “Evolution of a Race Riot” which studied
racism and privilege in the largely white populations of
activist, feminist, punk and zine communities, discussing
isolation and homogeneity. Both issues are made available
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online via the POC (People of Color) Zine Project, see:
Nguyen, “Evolution of a Race Riot.” 1 (1997) and 2 (2002).
See also Nguyen’s personal reflections on racism, punk,
and riot grrrl in her academic work: Nguyen, “Riot Grrrl,
Race, and Revival.”
[52] For instance, Bikini Kill co-operated with Joan Jett on
their album Rebel Girl and they toured together, see: “Bikini
Kill Bio.” Rolling Stone, 2001. Web. 3 Jan. 2018. <https://
www.rollingstone.com/music/artists/bikini-kill/biography>;
Allison Wolfe (Bratmobile), Evelyn McDonnell (journalist,
former riot grrrl and founder of Strong Women in Music in
New York), and Exene Cervenka (X) discussed the role of
punk feminism for the punk movement and beyond on a
panel at the Los Angeles Central Library in January 2014,
see: Aloud, “Queens of Noise.”
[53] The translation of the song as a “punk prayer” may
be misleading though and incorporate Pussy Riot into a
western canon of punk ideologies. For a critical account,
see: Wiedlack, “’Free Pussy Riot!’ & Riot Grrrlsm.”
[54] See the timeline of protests and actions to Free Pussy
Riot set up by Amnesty International: Amnesty International
UK, “Pussy Riot Freed.”
[55] Rachel Denber from Human Rights Watch, among
others, reported only few days after the imprisonment of
Pussy Riot on “Pussy Riot and Russia’s Surreal ‘Justice’;”
in a statement given to the New York Times after their
release, Pussy Riot stated that it was the broad attention
of the West and western media which motivated Putin to
set them free shortly before the Olympic Games in Sochi,
Russia, see: Gladstone.
[56] This statement of the Pussy Riot members appeared in
advance in a press release of Amnesty International on the
“Bringing Human Rights Home Concert” which took place
on 5 February 2014 at Barclays Center, Brooklyn, New
York City. See: Monaghan.
[57] See online article of the pro-Russian and often antiwestern/anti-American online press Russia Today: “Pussy
Riot ‘Principles Violated’”; in another article, The Guardian
translated a critical blog post of Pussy Riot members who
disapproved of the commercial (and legal) venture of the
Amnesty International Concert, which would counteract the
spirit of Pussy Riot’s illegal performances in unexpected
places, see: AFP, “Pussy Riot Members Attack Bandmates
for Appearing at Amnesty Concert.”
[58] Patti Smith had met Masha and Nadia at the punk
venue Riot Fest in Chicago in September 2014, see:
Gordon.
[59] Allison Wolfe, Evelyn McDonnell, and Exene Cervenka
expressed their support towards Pussy Riot’s punk feminist
activism during their panel discussion at Los Angeles
Central Library in January 2014; see: Aloud, “Queens of
Noise.”
[60] Allison Wolfe co-operated with Pussy Riot at a panel
discussion on the American Presidential Election in 2016,
see: Make America Smart Again / Spaceland.
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